Using these Safety, Mounting and Maintenance Accessories you can improve quality control and extend the applications range of the "DM-600 Series" high efficiency IBC mixers.

Accessories like the DM-600EEA Muffler Extension are also designed to protect liquids sensitive to moisture or atmospheric contaminants. For better quality control review the DRUM-MATES® IBC mixer and mixer drive data sheets and the DRUM-MATES® TQMixing™ Guidelines.

**Equipment Operation Accessories**

**IBC ClampLock™** for mounting on mesh or tubular frames
The ClampLock™ attaches and locks onto the IBC stand clamp foot pads, ensuring a safe grip on open mesh or tubular IBC frames to prevent stand movement or damage to the IBC.
Part No. DM-600WIB

**Muffler Extension, prevents air exhaust contamination through tote opening**
The ½” NPT flexible exhaust extension prevents moisture emissions contamination through the filling opening by off-setting the muffler 20 inches away from the mixer drive.
Part No. DM-600EEA

**Round Tank Brackets, converts IBC tank stand for mounting on round tanks**
2 per set, with supplied fasteners. Zinc Plated
Part No. DM-600RTA

**ToteFiller Series, Quick Liquid Transfer Assembly for bulk or ingredient filling or IBC’s**
Options include: alternative sizes, quick disconnects, vertical alignment, discharge assembly
Part No. DM-600TFA Series

**Recommended Maintenance Components**

**FRL Assembly, treats air to minimize moisture and give best air drive function**
De-waters, decontaminates, regulates pressure and lubricates with an oil fog. Recommended for lowest maintenance and best longevity. Air motors operated without an FRL are subject to warranty limitations. Read the DRUM-MATES® leaflet, "Is Your Air Drive FRL Protected?"
Part No. DM-55FRL (for 3/4 & 1.5 Hp) or DM-600FRL (for 4 Hp)

**Motor Service Kit, minimizes maintenance downtime**
Helps fulfill air drive maintenance requirements. Saves costly downtime by preventing crisis management. It includes vanes, seals, gaskets, springs, muffler element and all other components needed for a regular service, or a complete motor rebuild.
Part No. DM-200ADA/SK, DM-400ADA/SK or DM-600ADA/SK

**More IBC Mixing Equipment Accessories**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product No.</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DM-166GWK</td>
<td>Explosion Proofing grounding wire kit for mixing in flammable environment, set of 4 cables</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DM-55SCC/SD2</td>
<td>Fume &amp; splash containment SplashCap™ for 2” NPT bungholes, with ½” or 5/8” shaft opening</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DM-55BCF</td>
<td>ThreadConverters™ - convert Buttress or Mauser coarse threads or Cam-Lock to 2” NPT threads</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DM-600BBK</td>
<td>Fume BarrierBlanket™ kit, protects operator and equipment with a Teflon FilmWrap™ kit</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>